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A B S T R A C T   

Amylopectin and amylose components are natural polymers within rice starch granules, inter-
twined in specific conditions to form gel polymerized with pore crosslink network, has potential 
printing properties. In this study, a rice starch gel preparation scheme is proposed for stable 
properties, and starch granule phase transition mechanism is analyzed based on RVA test during 
preparation, it can be divided into four-stage, swelling, reacting, homogenizing and self- 
assembling stages. Gel surface tension and contact angle tested with starch concentration ef-
fect, a correlation is developed, reflecting a competition result to gel droplet macro-morphology 
between the intermolecular cohesion and crosslink network. SEM is used to reveal typical 
crosslink structures of different starch molecular component proportions, providing objective 
support for starch gel rheologic property change. Results indicate gel interior crosslink network 
formed under concentration 12 %, the gel with amylose 4.475 % presents better printing accu-
racy. Gel shear modulus positively correlated with amylose proportion. Japonica gel under 20 % 
is of higher viscosity and rapid reassembly ability after interior crosslink network is broken. Max 
dynamic viscosity is positively correlated with starch concentration. The study aims to provide 
theoretical and practical support for in-depth analysis of rice starch material application in direct- 
write 3D printing.   

1. Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM), compared with traditional material reduction manufacturing or forming manufacturing, is an 
advanced manufacturing technology that adds printing material layer by layer to products building, presenting significant advantages 
to manufacturing complex parts on efficiency and responsiveness, and it is applied in many fields, including aerospace technology, 
biomedical and food engineering [1,2]. Factually, as one of AM, direct-writing 3D printing based on inkjet technology has attracted 
large attention, enhancing people’s quality of life [3,4]. In personalized food processing field, based on specific rheological properties, 
the gel phase printing ink can be extruded through a specific nozzle, forming three-dimensional solids layer-by-layer buildup, which is 
crucial for the application of rice starch gel in direct-write 3D printing [5,6]. 

Rice starch granule, a natural and abundant natural polymer, is a hydrolysis product of brown rice endosperm. It is formed by the 
polymerization of amylopectin and amylose molecules, with large amount of glucose [7,8]. Meanwhile, the research indicates starch 
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granules can form a polymer gel under specific conditions by phase transition, and certain plasticizers added can improve the starch 
gel-relevant mechanical property, receiving large attention [9]. However, in-depth research from the biomechanical perspective is 
lacking on the printability of pure rice starch granules. It is a fundamental research point for rice starch gel printability exploration, 
leading the realization of starch gel personalized printing. 

In previous research, the printability capability of other natural starches has been investigated by researchers, focusing on effects of 
starch concentration, plasticizer proportion and gel rheological property [10,11]. Noted that viscoelasticity of potato and cassava gels 
showed significant change with increasing starch concentration, enhancing the starch gel flowing stress and storage modulus [12]. The 
xanthan gum addition can improve the starch gels extrudability and printing accuracy, which was verified by the method of 
computational fluid dynamics simulation. The gelatinized starch gel reheating leads to a decrease in strength, hardness and elasticity 
[13,14]. Meanwhile, in rice starch gel research, the squeezability and structural recovery rate of rice starch gel improved after adding 
cate-chins. The gel rheology and freeze-thaw stability were affected, the viscoelastic property was improved [15,16]. However, the 
application of pure rice starch gels is lacking in direct-write 3D printing. The gel droplet macro-morphology formation has not been 
studied, and gel interior cross-linked structures formed by starch molecular forming proportion are not revealed. The potential me-
chanics model is not established between typal crosslink structure and starch concentration. Therefore, based on intermolecular and 
crosslinked network of rice starch gel, rice starch gel printability in direct 3D printing still needs systematic and deep analysis. 

In order to obtain rice starch gels with stable printing properties, a preparation scheme was proposed based on RVA testing, rice 
starch phase transition mechanism was revealed to verify the validity of preparation scheme. The relationship between rice starch gel 
surface tension and starch concentration was analyzed, and a correlation was established. The rice starch gel contact angle form was 
analyzed from the perspective of intermolecular and mechanics. Meanwhile, SEM image reveals structural types of cross-linked 
networks within starch gel under different starch molecule component proportions, affecting the gel mechanics properties. In addi-
tion, starch gel shear strength was analyzed, and a potential logic was presented between shearing power law and gel flow behavior. 
The current limitation was noted that rice gel flow model cannot be accurately built, and the relevant stability of crosslink structure 
lacks analysis under the oscillatory testing, which is important to explore gel polymerization. The results can provide new research 
methodology and theoretical guidance for rice starch gel in direct-writing 3D printing. 

Table 1 
All prepared rice starch gel samples. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Experimental material 

In the study, three typical pure rice starch (Wuxi Jinnong Biotechnology Co., Ltd., China) are chosen to avoid the physicochemical 
effects of other substances. Japonica starch (amylose 17.9 %), indica starch (amylose 19.43 %), glutinous starch (amylose 5.32 %), are 
critical to the establishment of constitutive relation between testing and the analysis of crosslinking network microstructure. They 
were purchased for the laboratory in April 2023 and stored in a drying environment. The amylose proportion within three rice starch 
granules is determined by professional testing institution (Eurofins Analytical Technology Services Co., Ltd., France). 

2.1.1. Preparation process 
Preparation purpose: the rice starch gels prepared have well-printable properties, including stable state, full of gelatinized and 

formed crosslinking network within gel [17]. Therefore, based on the viscosity evolution behavior analysis of three rice starch in 
section 3.1, a rice starch gel preparation scheme with scientific was proposed for food 3D printing. During preparation, a certain weight 
rice starch granules and deionized water were weighed into the beaker, preparing the starch gel sample with different concentrations. 
Then, the beaker was placed in water bath at 50 ◦C, 320 rpm. The mixture solution was driven by a magnetic stirrer, providing 
sufficient impact energy to ensure that rice starch granules completed the phase transition in deionized water. After 13 min, when the 
water bath temperature increased to 90 ◦C, the beaker was taken out and immersed into the water at room temperature 25 ± 1 ◦C for 
300 s. Rice starch gel was obtained with stability finally (all samples shown in Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of rice 
starch gel preparation in the study. 

2.2. Experimental device and details 

2.2.1. RVA (rapid viscosity analyzer) measurement 
RVA, a research methodology, is used to analyze the fluid viscosity evolution behavior under the combined influence of tem-

perature and time. In the study, a rapid viscosity analyzer (Porton Ruihua Scientific Instruments Co., Ltd., Sweden) was used to reveal 
the phase transition mechanism of three rice starchs, which was important to guide the preparation process of starch gel in section 4.2. 
Before test, rice starch 3 g and deionized water 25 g were weighed into equipment stirring chamber, a constant 160 rpm was set. The 
temperature program was set. The dynamic viscosity with three rice starch solutions was recorded during test under different tem-
perature conditions [18]. The specific analysis of RVA data is shown in section 3.1. 

2.2.2. Surface tension and three-phase contact angle measurement 
The study uses an optical contact angle calculation instrument (Shanghai Zhong-cheng Digital Technology Equipment Co., Ltd., 

China) to measure the contact angle and surface tension of rice starch gel prepared. Before measurement, the syringe of diameter 0.7 
mm was adopted, a glass slide was selected as the solid interface, density difference 0.998 g/cm3 was set. During measurement, syringe 
with an appropriate amount of starch gel was fixed on the equipment, droplet control bolt was slowly adjusted to make starch gel 
gradually extruded, forming a state of static equilibrium. A droplet image was captured to calculate the surface tension by pendant 
drop method [19]. Further, image of starch gel drop falling on the interface was captured to calculate the contact angle by angle 
measuring. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram and calculation principle of contact angle equipment. Equation (1) is the kernel model of 
pendant drop method, θ is starch gel con-tact angle. 

2 −
R1 × Δρ × g

γ
×

(
y2

R1

)

=
R1

R2
+

R1 × sin α
X2

(1)  

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of rice starch gel preparation.  
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where γ is surface tension of starch gel, R1 is curvature radius at the droplet bottom, g is gravitational acceleration, R2 is the main 
curvature radius at point (x2, y2), Δρ is density difference in the air, 0.998 g/cm3. 

2.2.3. Rheological measurement 
The study used a rotational rheometer (RH-20; Shanghai Baosheng Industrial Development Co., Ltd., China) to characterize the 

mechanical properties of rice starch gel prepared, including rigidity, stability and flowability. Before testing, the parallel plate with 
diameter 50 mm was used. Starch gel was placed on the test platform with 1 mm gap. Meanwhile, shear rate 0.1 to 100 s− 1 was set to 
obtain stable shear viscosity in the flow test, the angle frequency 1.5–150 rad/s and constant strain 5 % was set in the oscillation test. 
During measurement, starch gel dynamic viscosity η and shear modulus G were recorded, analyzing the mechanical properties of 
physical crosslinking network within the gel. 

2.2.4. Microstructure characterization 
SEM, an instrument of observation, is used to characterize the material microscopic morphology and to analyze the microregion 

composition. In the study, the crosslink network structure of starch gel samples was observed by a field emission scanning electron 
microscope (FESEM; Hitachi S-4800), operated at an accelerating voltage 5.0 kV. Before shooting, all rice starch gel was freeze-dried 
for 72 h and fixed on the sample platform with conductive adhesive [20]. Then, the starch gel was sprayed with gold. During shooting, 
the samples were observed with suitable microscope magnifications. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram and calculation principle of contact angle equipment.  

Fig. 3. RVA (Rapid Viscosity Analyzer) curves of three rice starch granules.  
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3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Phase transition of rice starch granules 

In direct-write 3D printing, the printing ink needs to be fluid, ensuring the ink extruded through the nozzle under certain pressure. 
The extruded ink requires well-mechanical properties [21]. Rice starch granule is solid-phase and is hardly compatible with water in 
nature. The two-phase solution is not printable, indicating the importance of phase transition work for rice starch success printing. 
Fortunately, under specific temperatures and sufficient water molecules, the rice starch granule semi-crystalline structure is dissolved. 
Starch molecules (amylopectin and amylose) move and assemble liberally from ordered structure to disordered, forming a gel with 
crosslink internal molecule structure, which is the starch phase transition [22]. 

Intrinsically, the phase transition of starch granules is due to hydrogen bonds between starch molecules robbed by water molecules. 
The starch molecules micro-crystalline bundle structure gradually disintegrated, resulting in more hydrogen bonds forming between 
water and amylose molecules. Meanwhile, free water molecules gathered toward starch molecules outside by hydration, promoting the 
transition from multi-phase solution to gel phase condition with stability. Furthermore, with environment temperature decreasing, the 
ability vanishes of water molecules to rob the hydrogen bonds between starch molecules, the hydration decreases. Self-assembly 
between starch molecules begins with hydrogen bonds, forming a physical crosslink network three-dimension structure. Finally, 
large number of water molecules are locked in the network gap, and the rice starch gel with stable viscoelasticity is condensed and 
formed [23]. 

The rice starch gel rapid viscosity was tested. Fig. 3 shows the RVA curves of three rice starch, providing theoretical support for the 
starch phase transition. Test result indicates the dynamic viscosity evolution matches with the structure. It can be divided into four- 

Fig. 4. (A) Concentration effect on three rice gel surface tension; (B)–(D) Gel Crosslink network structure under concentration 12 %: (B) glutinous 
gel, (C) japonica gel, (D) indica gel. 
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stage, swelling, reacting, homogenizing, self-assembly stage, matching the starch phase transition in deionized water. Firstly, swelling 
stage, the starch granule volume gradually increases, small amount of amylose is released into the solvent from starch granule interior. 
The solution viscosity stables, and it presents two distinct phases (solid phase starch granule, liquid phase solvent). Secondly, reacting 
stage, the starch granule volume continues expanding and squeezing each other with temperature increasing. Larger number of new 
hydrogen bonds begin forming between amylose and water molecules in the solution. Intermolecular friction chance increases in the 
small area, leading to a rapid increase in dynamic viscosity. Thirdly, homogenizing stage, the dominant effect of external thermal 
energy decreases, starch granule disappears after the volume expands to limit, the solution starts to transform from multi-phase to 
homogeneous gel, and more hydration reduces the chance of intermolecular friction in small area, resulting in a short-term decrease in 
dynamic viscosity. Fourthly, self-assembly stage (retrogradation stage), the hydrogen bonds are broken between starch and water 
molecules with temperature decreasing, new hydrogen bonds are formed and cross-linked between starch molecules. Meanwhile, large 
crosslink group is interwoven to form a three-dimensional physical crosslinking network. Water molecule is located in the network 
gap, the solution fluidity reduced, leading viscosity increase and gradually stabilized with the crosslink network structure. 

3.2. Macro-morphology properties of rice starch gel 

3.2.1. Surface tension 
Surface tension, reflecting the ability of droplet surface to be contracted, is the liquid inherent property. It is determined by interior 

intermolecular forces [24]. In single-phase flow, surface tension is a macroscopic reflection of interior cohesion, indicating the ability 
to attract each other between same molecule. As natural polymer, rice starch gel surface tension is co-determined by intermolecular 
force and interior crosslink network. It is the result of two intersections for starch gel surface tension, which is important for improving 
the theoretical base about various gel surface tension and further research in numerical simulation. 

Fig. 4A shows surface tension with concentration the effect on three kinds rice starch. The result indicated that gel surface tension is 
negatively correlated with starch concentration. The evolution is stable after concentration 12 %, and finally converged, demon-
strating the crosslinked network formed within rice gel. Under starch concentration 4 %, the small crosslink network is dispersed 
within gel system. The cohesion between water molecules dominates droplet mechanical property, resulting in glutinous gel with large 
molecular weight presenting smaller surface tension (under same starch concentration, large of amylopectin proportion shows larger 
molecular weight). Under starch concentration 8 %, the crosslink network structure is formed within japonica and glutinous gel, and 
large amounts of amylose hinder the formation of stable crosslink network structure of indica gel. Under starch concentration 12 %, as 
shown in Fig. 4B–D, the crosslink network structure is formed within three starch gels. The glutinous gel network structure presents 
large pores with smooth walls (typical size 35 μm). The friction chance between molecules is small, and water molecules can better 
exist in large pores. The droplet macro-morphology is not completely controlled by interior cross-link network structure. The japonica 
gel network structure shows small pores with smooth walls (size 10 μm), the cohesion-forming ability between water molecules is 
smaller than large pores. Interior crosslink network forms a better control of the droplet macro-morphology compared with glutinous 
gel. The network structure of indica gel presents large pores with rough walls (typical size 27 μm), and larger pore wall thickness, 
cohesion formation between water molecules is difficult in pores. The chance of intermolecular friction is large in small areas, resulting 
in the droplet macro-morphology being controlled by interior crosslink network. Under starch concentrations 16 %–20 %, interior 
crosslink network structure controls the three starch gels droplet macro-morphology. Finally, it is stable and surface tension converges 
(glutinous gel > japonica gel > indica gel). In addition, the three starch gel surface tension is fitted in detail with equation model (2). 

y= a⋅xb (2) 

where a is the constant of regularization, b is the scaling exponent (the model is negative allometry when b < 1), x is starch 
concentration, and y is the surface tension of rice gel. 

The fitting models are y = 55.11⋅x− 1.53 (R2 = 0.99) japonica gel, y = 66.76⋅x− 1.17 (R2 = 0.92) glutinous, and y = 129.6⋅x− 1.88 (R2 =

0.93) indica. In the established model. Three starch gels regularization constant a is the intrinsic coefficient, and the surface tension 
reducing rate is determined by the scaling exponent b (a< b indicating rapid reduction rate). Indica gel shows smallest scaling 
exponent (b = − 1.88), with surface tension reducing rate fast, indicating the droplet macro-morphology affected by the crosslink 
network structure within indica starch gel. From intermolecular forces, the amylose molecular proportion is 19.43 % in indica starch 
granules, leading to the cohesion formation between water molecules being hindered, due to the amylose robbing by water molecules 
during phase transition. Furthermore, in self-assembly stage, the hydrogen bonds cannot form rapidly between dispersed water 
molecules. The crosslink network structure can be assembled quickly, and more amyloses are cohered to the formed network structure, 
resulting in the thick and rough pore wall formation (shown in Fig. 4D), which affects the changing rate of starch gel surface tension. 
The fitted curve indicates that rice starch gel surface tension is affected by interior crosslink network structure, including network 
forming rate, pore form and starch molecular component proportion. 

3.2.2. Three-phase contact angle 
The contact angle, characterizing the droplet profile on a solid interface, is a physical parameter of interaction degree between 

liquid and solid. Large contact angle expresses well-hydrophobicity in the study of pure liquid phase, reflecting the energy relationship 
between intermolecular cohesion and adhesion from liquid macro-morphology perspective [25]. 

During direct-write 3D printing, the printed first ink layer needs a well-contact for maintaining the product overall printing ac-
curacy and formability. Contact angle is an important parameter needs calibration in printing droplet numerical simulation, 
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characterizing the interaction between different molecules on macroscopic scale. It is a basis for establishing intermolecular me-
chanical model. In the research, rice starch gel under different concentrations is not a pure phase. Its macro-morphology is co- 
determined by interior crosslink network structure and molecule interaction, indicating the basic point of starch gel contact angle 
is crosslink network effect on droplet morphology [26]. 

Fig. 5A shows the three rice starch gels contact angle under different concentrations, and in situ images of japonica gel. Test result 
indicates rice starch gel contact angle is positively correlated with concentration effect. Japonica and indica gel contact angle show a 
linear increase before concentration 16 %. Glutinous gel contact angle presents an irregular increase and starts to stabilize after 16 %, 
starch concentration 16 % (θ > 140◦) is turning point for the rice starch gel macro-morphology. It can be analyzed from the perspective 
of crosslink network structure state within gel. Under starch concentration 4 %, the small crosslink network block is dispersed in 
solution, structural support is not formed. Gel droplet lacks formability (shown in in-situ image). The glutinous gel presents larger 
contact angle, indicating amylopectin molecules proportion contributes to the connection between cross-link networks under low 
concentration. Under starch concentration 8 %, the formed interior crosslink network starts to support gel droplet macro-morphology, 
and indica gel contact angle presents a high increase rate, indicating the gel droplet macro-morphology is dominated effectively by 
more amylopectin or amylose. Under starch concentration 12 %, the crosslink network structure formed within three starch gels. The 
internal pore can provide support for the gel droplet morphology. Starch gel starts to be endowed with well-formability, which is the 
basis for direct-write 3D printing. Under starch concentration 16 %, three starch gel contact angles all reached 145◦, a better 
morphology formed for gel droplets. The contact angle started to converge. Concentration 16 % is turning point for crosslink network 
structure. Under starch concentration 20 %, all sample contact angle is stable, meaning higher starch concentration no longer affects 
the contact angle of starch gel. The macro-morphology presents better accuracy than 16 %. In addition, japonica gel forming accuracy 
is the best under same contact angle during test. It can be analyzed from the perspective of rice starch gel crosslink network structure. 

Fig. 5B–D shows SEM images of crosslink network structure of three rice starch gels under concentration 20 %. The results indicate 
rice starch gel with different amylose pro-portions presents a multi-crosslink network structure, an important point for self-assembly 

Fig. 5. (A) Three rice starch gels contact angle under different concentrations and in situ image on japonica gel; (B)–(D) SEM images of gel crosslink 
network structure under concentration 20 %: (B) japonica gel, (C) indica gel, (D) glutinous gel. 
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behavior of starch molecules. In 100 × 100 μm view, japonica gel pore structure well self-assembly in the crosslinked network 
(amylose 4.475 %). The pore formation is homogeneous, and edge connections between pores tend to be 120◦ (a stable triangular 
structure in nature). Indica gel crosslink network of presented regularity (amylose 4.857 %), resembling the japonica gel network 
structure, with smaller and more dense pores. The crosslinked network of glutinous gel presents a larger pore size and thicker pore wall 
(amylose 1.33 %), resulting in a more layered crosslink network. Based on contact angle curve and SEM image, both typical crosslink 
network structures can support the gel droplet macro-morphology, forming a stable contact angle. The stable macro-morphology does 
not reflect the mechanical and viscoelastic properties of rice starch gel, further analysis is needed. 

3.3. Rheological properties of rice starch gel 

3.3.1. Shear strength 
Shear modulus, characterizing the material ability to resist deformation, is a basic rheological property. Large modulus presents 

higher material rigidity, the greater bonding force between the smallest material units from a microscopic view [27]. Superficially, the 
internal boding force of rice starch gels mainly originates from the hydrogen bonds between starch molecules (amylopectin and 
amylose molecule), and the cohesion between water molecules is also a critical boding force under low starch concentration. Rice 
starch molecules are natural macromolecules. Crosslink network structure can form by self-assembly during phase transition, domi-
nating gel mechanics property. It is important for the material constitutive model establishing and molecular dynamics simulation. In 
rice starch gel mechanics study, the interior crosslink network structure is a critical factor in gel rigidity analysis. 

During direct-write 3D printing, the printing ink with high-shear modulus presents a well-ability of deformation resistance and 
tolerates more shear forces, which is needed for overall printing product layer and accuracy [28]. In order to measure the shear 
modulus of rice starch gel, a rotational rheometer is used. It determines various mechanics parameters while the crosslinked structure 
is broken within polymer gel. Analyzing the rigidity of three rice starch gels under different starch concentrations. Equation (3) is 
introduced to calculate the starch gel shear modulus. 

G= τ⋅γ− 1 (3) 

where G is the shear modulus of rice starch gel, τ is shear stress while the crosslinked structure is broken, and γ is shear strain. 
Fig. 6A shows the concentration effect on the rice starch gel shear modulus. The curve indicates shear modulus of japonica and 

indica gel is positively correlated with starch concentration. Glutinous gel presents an unrelated trend with increasing starch con-
centration, indicating the gel rigidity is affected by starch molecule component proportion in the solution (shown in Fig. 6B). Under 
starch concentrations 4 % and 8 %, the crosslink net-work structure is not completely formed within the gel. The mechanical properties 
are dominated by the cohesion between water molecules, leading no significant changes in rigidity of three rice starch gels. Under 
starch concentration 12 %, basic crosslink network is formed within the gels. The shear modulus starts to change essentially. The shear 
modulus of japonica and indica gels present an obvious difference, due to the close starch molecular component proportion. Glutinous 
gel shows stable shear modulus under low and high concentrations. With starch concentration from 16 % to 20 %, the shear modulus of 
japonica and indica gels gradually increased. The modulus difference is stable, showing a positive correlation between gel rigidity and 
starch concentration under specific starch molecule component proportions (glutinous gel molecule proportion does not meet the 
correlation). The glutinous gel shear modulus is not affected by testing concentrations, the modulus is stable with 2500–2700 N•m− 2, 
showing poor rigidity. Noted that glutinous gel amylose proportion is lower in the solution than other two rice starch, indicating 
amylose proportion is positively correlated with rice starch gel rigidity. It needs further analysis from the perspective of crosslink 
network structure. 

Fig. 7 shows SEM images of glutinous gel crosslink structure from starch concentration 8 %–20 %. Structure images indicate that 

Fig. 6. (A) Concentration effect on rice starch gel shear modulus; (B) Starch molecule component proportion (amylopectin and amylose) in 
the solvent. 
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Fig. 7. SEM images of glutinous gel crosslink network: (A) starch concentration 8 %, (B) 12 %, (C) 16 %, (D) 20 %.  

Fig. 8. Shear rate effect on three gel dynamic viscosity under different starch concentrations: (A) japonica gel, (B) glutinous gel, (C) indica gel; (D) 
Starch concentration effect on maximum dynamic viscosity of three rice starch gels. 
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the gel crosslink network presents a layer crosslink structure with all samples, differing the crosslink network of japonica and indica 
gels. It is caused by different starch molecule component proportions. Under starch concentration 8 %, as shown in Fig. 7A1 and A2, the 
regular crosslink network is not completely formed within gel, and pores with incomplete walls are filled in the crosslink layer. The 
tendency of pores formation and the stacked crosslink network can be clearly observed in certain small areas. Under starch concen-
tration 12 %, as shown in Fig. 7B, the complete layer crosslink structure is formed within gel. All pores have regular and uniform, thin 
pore walls, producing maximum glutinous gel shear modulus 2699 N•m− 2. With starch concentration increasing (Fig. 7C–D), the pores 
size and pore walls gradually increased based on the unchanged layer crosslink structure. Gel shear modulus is not promoted. Based on 
the shearing modulus and SEM image above, the rice starch gel crosslink structure is influenced by starch molecules (amylopectin and 
amylose) proportion in the solution. It further reflects on the starch gel mechanical property. Noted that crosslink network presents the 
glutinous gel layer structure with high proportion amylopectin molecule. The pore and pore wall dimension are positively correlated 
with starch concentration, producing poor rigidity than japonica and indica gels. 

3.3.2. Flow characteristic analysis 
Dynamic viscosity, reflecting the viscosity ability, is an intrinsic property of fluid and viscoelastic material. It is co-determined by 

the intermolecular forces and crosslink network structure within the material. In non-Newtonian fluid, with shear rate changing, the 
material viscosity is changed. Pseudoplastic fluid viscosity decreased with increasing shear rate, presenting the shear thinning phe-
nomenon. It is needed in direct-write 3D printing [29]. Typically, in polymer gel, the dynamic viscosity change is consistent with the 
pseudoplastic behavior, due to the network structure broken velocity being faster than it is reorganized. The viscosity change is 
described by the power-law equation in one-dimensional directional flow, shown in equation (4). 

η= k⋅δn (4) 

where η is the gel dynamic viscosity, k is consistency coefficient (larger k means the higher the viscosity), n is the non-Newtonian 
index, reflecting crosslink network’s reorganization ability within the gel after broken. 

In direct-write 3D printing, with printing ink passing through the nozzle, its velocity is changed due to mass conservation, leading 
to the viscosity change of print ink (non-Newtonian fluid). Based on the actual printing requirement, it is important to print index of 
the high viscosity at zero shear stress and faster reorganization ability of interior crosslink network [30]. Rice starch gel flow char-
acteristics need to be analyzed deeply and systematically. It is a basis for the application of rice starch gel in direct-write 3D printing. 

Fig. 8A–C shows the shear rate effect on the dynamic viscosity of three rice starch gels under different starch concentrations. The 
result indicates three starch gel viscosity change is consistent with pseudoplastic fluid properties under all concentrations, presenting 
shear thinning property. Noted the japonica and indica gels dynamic viscosity decreased rapidly under concentration 8 %, due to 
interior crosslink network is not formed. As shown in Fig. 8A, with starch concentration increasing, the gel dynamic viscosity gradually 
increases under same shear rate. The consistency coefficient increased from 4.9 to 5.6. It indicates the starch concentration with stable 
rate growth can reduce starch gel flowability. The gel non-Newtonian index with 20 % is − 0.07, smaller than concentration 16 %, 
indicating japonica gel high viscosity under starch concentration 20 %. It has the ability to reorganize rapidly after crosslink network 
structure is broken, presenting an outstanding property for printable ink in direct-writing 3D printing. As shown in Fig. 8C, the indica 
gel dynamic viscosity evolution law is similar to japonica gel. Increasing cardinal number of consistency coefficient is the same (from 
4.9 to 5.6), indicating existence a correlation between starch gel consistency coefficient and the starch molecules proportion in solution 
(unclear whether gel consistency coefficient is specifically affected by amylopectin or amylose molecular). Noted that indica gel non- 
Newtonian index is larger than japonica gel under concentration 20 % (− 0.06 > − 0.07). The crosslink network with stable triangular 
structure has better reassembly ability after broken. As shown in Fig. 8B, the increasing range of glutinous gel consistency co-efficient 
is obviously small with starch concentration increasing (from 4.3 to 5.1), leading the gel well flowability. Its non-Newtonian index 
gradually increased (from − 0.09 to − 0.06), showing the reassembly ability of layer crosslink structure is negatively correlated with 
starch concentration, which needs to be avoided in direct-write 3D printing. 

Fig. 8D shows the starch concentration effect on maximum dynamic viscosity of three rice starch gels, reflecting the gel viscosity at 
zero shear stress. It is an important parameter that needs to be calibrated. Test result indicates the gel maximum dynamic viscosity is 
positively correlated with starch concentration. Correlation coefficient of japonica and indica gel is larger than glutinous gel. From 
starch concentration 8 %–20 %, the japonica and indica gel viscosity η present competing increase with a small region, indicating the 
gel maxi-mum dynamic viscosity model can’t be established by a simple correlation between the coefficient and non-Newtonian index. 
It is co-determined by the gel mechanic parameter and interior crosslink network structure. Noted that glutinous gel viscosity η in-
crease rate is smaller than other two starch gels (from 6.8 to 7.2), leading better flowability under same starch concentration. It is 
caused by the special layer crosslink structure within glutinous gel (120◦ stable triangular structure load capacity bigger than layer 
crosslink structure in structural mechanics). 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, a preparation scheme based on RVA testing is proposed to obtain rice starch gel with stable properties, revealing rice 
starch granule phase transition is the result of hydrogen bond transfer between starch and water molecules. RVA results indicate the 
viscosity change can be divided into four-stage, swelling, reacting, homogenizing and self-assembling stage, matching the starch phase 
transition. The gel droplet macro-morphology formation mechanism is analyzed deeply from the bio-structure mechanics perspective, 
and the crosslinked network is initially formed within all gel under starch concentration 12 %, meaning the surface tension is stable 
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(glutinous gel > japonica gel > indica gel). SEM images and the fitted data indicate the crosslinked network affects gel surface tension, 
including network form rate, pore form and starch molecule component proportions. Glutinous gel presents a layer crosslink structure 
(amylose 0.221 %–1.33 %). Meanwhile, based on rice gel rheological behavior, a potential logical relationship is proposed between 
crosslink structure and starch gel model parameters. Glutinous gel shear modulus presents an uncorrelated trend with starch con-
centration, indicating gel rigidity is positively correlated with the amylose proportion. The dimension of pore and pore wall is posi-
tively correlated with starch concentration, producing poorer rigidity. Gel dynamic viscosity changes match with the pseudoplastic 
fluid property, showing shear thinning. Japonica gel with concentration 20 % has high viscosity and well-reorganize ability after 
interior network structure is broken. Layer crosslinked structure reorganization ability is negatively correlated with starch concen-
tration. Insight into future study scope, optimizing the printability of rice gel by promoting intermolecular crosslinking, establishing 
the intrinsic relationship between gel and printing nozzle by numerical simulation, which can form systematic research methodology 
for natural polymer in direct-write 3D printing. 
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